HOW TO PRINT THIS PATTERN
Print out this 30-page PDF on to A4 paper. Trim away the shaded border from each page and position the pages as below to assemble the pattern...
Simply Sewing
FRESH IDEAS WITH FABRIC

VE MAKES, DOG COLLAR, DOG BOW TIE, RUM POUFFES AND DENIM STOCKING

Use these patterns and templates to sew all the festive makes, a bow tie or collar for your dog, two drum pouffes and the upcycled denim stocking.
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STAR DECORATION
Thank you for making these projects from Simply Sewing. The copyright for these templates belongs to the designer of the project. They work hard to create projects for you to enjoy, so please don’t re-sell or distribute their work without permission. Please do not make any copies available to others through your website or a third party website, or copy it multiple times without our consent. Copyright law protects creative work and unauthorised copying is illegal. We really appreciate your help.

Find more templates and ideas at www.simplysewingmag.com
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